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QUESTION 1

Your client has an existingvideo streaming service thatis performing well. Videosare of high definitionand can measure
ingigabytes of data each.The Marketing team wantsthe ability to allow itseditors toembed videos in the middle of their
CKedit body attributes, with the stipulation that there is no need for any coding for the editors.Assume that the editors
alreadyknow how to use all the OOTB features of CKedit. Additionally, the Marketing team wants video links to appear
in lists with other heterogeneous assets throughout the website. 

Which solution will best meet these requirements? 

A. Create a basic asset that has several metadata attributes, one of which stores a reference to the video stream server
URL. Create a typed template that builds the JavaScript code to render the video "in situ." 

B. Train the editors to simply type the URL of the video server in their CKedit body attribute by using the source code
feature. 

C. Migrate the video blob data to the WebCenter Sites database as assets. Create a typed template that streams each
video asset via blob server tags "in situ" just like any other blob asset. 

D. Create a flex video asset definition that has a single attributes that stores the JavaScript to embed the video player.
Create a template that simply streams the JavaScript "in situ." 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In the following render tag, what does childpagename refer to? 

A. childpagename refers to the value of the template that you want to render. 

B. childpagename refers to the name of the child page asset that you want to render. 

C. childpagename refers to the wrapper element that you want to render. 

D. childpagename refers to the element associated with the current page name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Typeless templates can be applied to________. 

A. only out-of-the-box asset types 

B. any asset type 

C. only CSElements 
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D. only subtypes of an asset 

E. only parent assets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Before an asset canbepublished, it must be approved. Which three arevalid ways to approveanasset? 

A. manually approving the asset with a SQL script 

B. using the "Approve Multiple Assets" option for the Publish destination 

C. manually approving by clicking the Approve icon on the asset toolbar 

D. when the asset is in workflow, where the final step is approval 

E. configuring the publish destination for Auto-Approve 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

By default,SiteCapturecan be used to crawlan instance of WebCenter Sites.Identify two tasks thatSiteCapture
performs. 

A. It makes PDFs of the captured site. 

B. It archives a site in a zip file with metadata, HTML, JavaScript, and blobs. 

C. It saves only the pages that were changed to the SiteCapture file system. 

D. It crawls the site as different users. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

You are creating a template thatistested to render a dynamic list of 20 links to heterogenous flex asset types that share
the same flex attribute family. The list is generated by creating a dynamic list through code by constraining it with one or
more keywords that are passed into the template using cache parameters. The behavior of the potential list candidates
is as follows: 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which two statements are true about the significance of any column starting with "URL"in adatabase table that is
created using WebCenter Sites? 

A. The table column value is a reference to a record in the MungoBlobs database table. 

B. The table column value is a reference to a file on the file system. 

C. The table column value is the result of a binary field created in AssetMaker for a basic asset. 

D. The table column value represents a link to an image file stored in the database as a blob. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which JSTL tagwould you use whenyou need togenerate a linkto an imageserved by WebCentSites? 

A. render:gettemplateurl 

B. render:stream 

C. render:satellitebloburl 

D. render:satellitestream 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

To reproduce an environment, which two backups are required at a minimum? 

A. cold backup of the database schema 

B. backup of the WebCenter Sites shared file system 

C. backup of the WebCenter Sites web applications 

D. backup of the Webserver configuration files 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three are necessary to make aWebCenter Sites deliveryenvironment highly available? 

A. running WebCenter Sites in a cluster 

B. a shared file system 

C. a load balancer 
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D. a highly available asset model 

E. restriction to three levels of parent hierarchy in an asset model 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three are asset types? 

A. Page 

B. Attribute Editor 

C. Start Menu 

D. Page Definition 

E. Workflow Process 

F. Role 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 12

Whichstatement accurately describestheWebCenter Sites Presentation layer? 

A. It is based on templates that execute at run time to deliver websites with no constraint on the HTML design. 

B. It requires a specific WebCenter Sites navigation component. 

C. It has restricted support for delivery of websites on tablets and smartphones. 

D. It requires specific CSS files to allow simple site-skinning choices. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/overview/webcenter-sites-
111160-whatsnew-1610697.pdf 

 

QUESTION 13

Content editors are reporting that the Contributor interface in WebCenter Sites slows down at certain times during the
day when they enter and edit content. Which two tools can be used todiagnose wherethe problem lies? 

A. the cache management tool. Launch this tool on the delivery server to see how many items are in the ContentServer
cache. 
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B. the web server logs. Use these logs to check the amount of public traffic on the delivery server. 

C. the resultset cache section of system tools. Check to see if there are any tables that are inefficiently cached. 

D. thread dumps. Take thread dumps to see where the WebCenter Sites server is spending its time. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 14

When creating a user in the WEMinterface, what are theminimum fields that are required? 

A. Name 

B. Email 

C. ACLs 

D. Groups 

E. Password 

F. Assign user to a site 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which activity is NOT part of a WebCenter Sitessecurity audit? 

A. reviewing passwords, by changing users with default passwords 

B. hardening of servlets, by configuring web servers to allow access only to the parts of the servlet that you need
provide pages 

C. reviewing page caching when it is operating as intended, by ensuring that content is flushed when assets are
published 

D. hardening of non-delivery pages, by disabling outside access to all non-delivery pages such as support tools and UI
pages 

E. protection against remote calls, by configuring web server rules 

Correct Answer: C 
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